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EACH ONE! BLESS ONE! YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
If Each One Will Bless One, the World as We know it Will Change!

Emmanuel’s Blessings to You! Peace and Love in Christ! PLC!

JUNE 2010 JUNE 2010 JUNE 2010
Visit the Seal-of-God, Four-N-One, Dot, Wow, Prophecy, Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and Welcome...

Each One! Bless One!

* * * * *

econd-quarter report. Blessings from Father God to all of the readers
and hearers of Scripture and let it edify you and bring the Kingdom of Christ
to bear in your life. The eBlessings website has continued to move forward

and grow in spite of the adversity to which my self and others have been
subjected. The number of visitors and hits on the site has continued in its steady
growth. Thank you Father God for that!

I had planned by this time, to have made design changes and move the site and
to a Joomla web format or a Word Press platform. That will be forthcoming in the
spring of 2010 or shortly before.

Sales of our products and books have been sluggish, and our prayer is that more
Americans and African Americans will support us since many of the ministries,
which we represent our poor people, who we are leveraged to help-- people of
African descent or people of color. Check it out! Hebrews, help Hebrews. White
Americans, help whites. Let us black folk, help one another especially since this
eBlessings effort, is primarily directed towards Christian people of color. Not
supporting eBlessings to hurt Anthony, or because I choose to exercise my first
amendment rights, only hurts the people in eBlessings who Anthony has been
divinely designed to help--in essence, it hurts Jesus--now you wouldn't want to
do that with you!

Remember, eBlessings have arts and crafts from Rwanda, Kenya, Ivory Coast,
Liberia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Ethiopia. These arts and crafts
are purchased to help the villagers and artisans who make these products. It
also keeps Africa, the African continent in the sight and vision of those who see
these products.

eBlessings has extended her reach into Pakistan. Reverend Ameir Masih (Masih
means Christian) and this name makes a statement and positions the one who
uses it in the bull's-eye of a potential attack by Muslims. Brother Ameir is our
lead contact in Pakistan. The larger ministry is that of Professor Dr. Khurram
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Shahzad. Reverend Ravi Daniel has a smaller, but growing ministry. Their team
often supplies security teams for the larger venues. But all three of these
ministries, minister all types of community outreach. Reverend Ameir's team is
doing translation of eBlessings’ devotionals and they are the primary evangelism
tool by their team. Brother Ameir has duplicated thousands of eBlessings
devotionals for distribution at the Pakistani Christian communities. I also do a
Bible study with Reverend Ameir’s team. Reverend Ameir also speaks to
Muslims, in his attempts to convert them to Christianity.

It is very important that you as an eBlessings’ friend or partner click and
purchase from our corporate partners. This will go a long way to help eBlessings
financially and the ministries that you see on our website. We have to change
our purchasing habits to that of purchasing from the eBlessings’ website to help
our efforts. eBlessings partners with Link Share, a company which represents
for us in to us, approximately 30 plus different businesses. If you do not click or
purchase their products, they will withdraw their participation with us. When you
click their ads and purchase their products money goes to eBlessings and can
ultimately, positively effect ministries and individuals represented on our site.

We also collaborate with Google, and by participating in their advertising clients’
efforts, everyone on the eBlessings’ site has the potential to benefit. We also
collaborate with Amazon. Purchasing Amazon products or eBlessings’ products
listed on Amazon helps us financially as well. We collaborate with Pow Web,
who is our website host. We are an affiliate with them, as we are an affiliate with
Amazon and Google. These corporate partnerships represent revenue streams,
which should, (but not presently) effectively allow me, and all the other ministries
and all the future ministries have no lack of finances. Therefore, you do not
always have to give a donation to help us--but donations are a critical part of our
survival. So please donate today! There is a lot more to tell, but I will wait.

THANK YOU FOR CONTINUED PARTICIPATION WITH EBLESSINGS

Brother James Anthony Allen, Keeper of the Words of Christ Jesus
Evangelist, eBlessings’ Director, Highly Favored and Truly Blessed
Born-Again, Holy Spirit-filled, US Patriot/Veteran
an Overcomer(&UCanB2), US Patriot; Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Email: janthonyallen@hotmail.com; eblessings@gmail.com;

Twitter: www.twitter.com/eblessings1


